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About This Content

Toposim Canada for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11 / 19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole of Canada, improving
the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Canada has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.
Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following Canadian regions:

Cordillera

East

Interior Plains

North
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Lovely selection of ferries here. I would like it more though if you had included a Sydney ferry. Reccomend it :). This game
isn't bad for being early. Technial game. Look forward to other races and chapters. Few things I would like to see added.
1. Needs a map of the stars. The coordinates x,y,z for each system makes it hard to get places and get back.
2. Some of the lighting is dark. Real space is dark but itmakes it hard to find things in the game.
3. The jump system is a mash of 2D and 3D and sometimes the HUD shows over the jump thingy.
4. The combat addition is cool but I found it hard to understand the specs on ships and weapons.
Some of the audio is quieter than others. Looking for these updates.. i probably shouldn\u2019t have bought turba since i don't
like match 3, but i was hopeful that being able to use my own music would make it fun. unfortunately, selecting one of my songs
to play is difficult due to awkward menus, and then the game plays sounds over my song that don't quite seem to fit the beat. i
couldn't make much sense of the rhythm scoring system either, possibly because it seemed to hear a different rhythm than i did.
stay away from turba unless you love match-3 games and don't really care about getting to use your own music.. Game basically
consist of two levels, the first one orients mostly around exploring the level and experiencing a series of horror elements while
getting the basic story of the game.

The second level introduces some minor combat elements that don't really significantly contribute to the game while continuing
the point and click style level exploration.

My criticism is mostly for the developer to continue to work on his product:

The good:

Sound was a highlight, sound effects and music were above average for a game like this.

Graphics, textures, models, and lighting got the job done.

The basic story was there, told mainly through text, and was adequate. For future iterations or episodes try to make the levels
reflect some of the story elements, or use the levels to tell the story instead of the text.

The Bad:

Level design was not conducive to guiding the player well. Often times I found myself clicking around until I found an item or
trying to open every door after finding a un-labeled "key". Lighting didn't help with the exploration either, both in the simple
sense that often rooms were too dark to see where I was clicking and light was never used to guide the player (maybe a bedside
lamp would draw attention to something on a nightstand, etc...) Really work on the creating a level that the player can easily
navigate through things like visual cues, giving rooms\/doors\/keys unique attributes, lighting etc...

Combat really didn't add anything. You basically just stand still and plug enemies full of bullets until they disapear. Find a way
to make the combat additive, and engaging to the player, or remove it in favor of focusing on something else.

. This game would be fun but the game has problems starting up and comes up with errors. Most often I would have to reboot
the pc to get it going or start. Maybe my computer is just to strong for this particular game and I also noticed other players are
having problems of the same. At this time I can not give a thumbs down or up because I did not have enough play time to be
able to give it a reasonable review. I have no idea if I can or will play it again.. God damn, this game is too good for so little of
people to have enjoyed it
. Great game! Very old school; it really took me back. I was really surprised of how long the game actually was, you should
definitely try it out ! Can't wait to start the second game of the trilogy.. GREAT art and music, with a plot that can be very
intriguing, emotional and even funny, I think this is the second time a game made me cry. I don't really play visual novels, but
after this one I can't wait for the next games in the Flowers series to be translated, so I'm really hoping JAST USA can bring
them to us. Thanks a lot to the developees and the localization staff for making this game possble.
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Crom, I have never prayed to you before. I have no tongue for it. No one, not even you, will remember if we were good men or
bad. Why we fought, or why we died. All that matters is that we downloaded this DLC. That's what's important! Valor pleases
you, Crom... so grant me one request. Grant me a Steam sale or coupon! And if you do not listen, then the HELL with you!
I realize he is strong. If I die I have to go before him, and he will ask me "What is the riddle of steel?" And if I don't know it he
will cast me out of Steam and VAC ban me! That's Crom - strong on his mountain!
So remember what is best in life: To crush your enemies, see them driven before you, to hear the lamentation of their women,
and this DLC!
And finally, never forget the Riddle of Steel: Steel becomes brittle, flesh becomes weak... but the will is indomitable!. The most
satisfying game I've ever played. It's short, it's funny and charming, it looks v. good, and I got to throw lots of things into holes. I
liked it a heck of a lot. Also so many raccoons, it like it was made for me.. A little too masculine for my taste, but she does what
I tell her to do.. It brings the atmosphere of the movies. The music is excellent. A hint would be nice for the combos, and the
hungarian translation is not everywhere perfect but it is an early acces game. It looks very promising. I loved the iconic lines
from the movies, the car race was very challenging and annoying (rage part), another annyoing thing is you have to watch the
story animation again if you die, and you don't have the option to skip it. But overall I liked it very much, best if you play with
your friend. :). It's like the movie "Snakes on a Plane". Theres no real story or plot here, just delivers what it promises. Zombies
in a paking garage. 10\\10 for truth in advertising. It's mindless fun as well.
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